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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Though clay is one of the most ancient of all the 

expressive media, it can also function as a mixed media 

expression. Because of its impressionable nature and ver-

satility, clay is still just as vital for the twentieth-

century potter in his experiments in combining materials 

as it was for the ancients in a functional capacity as a 

vehicle for enshrinement of life and death. But today, the 

potter, because of this century's advanced technology, has 

new processes by w·hich to form the clay and an abundance of 

materials with which to combine it. The potter no longer 

thinks only in terms of clay. As other craftsmen, in their 

t.ende.:1cy to work in all media, while searching out 11 bold 

solutions and nmv idioms of self-expression, .. l the potter 

experiments, combining clay with any material, be it wood, 

fiber, feathers, glass, bones, plastics, acrylic resins, or 

m~.:!tals .. 

Bu·t the bvent.ieth-century potter or craftsman is not 

'c.he first to mix media. 'rraditional examples of clay objects 

~·ombined with other materials are easily cited. Ancient 

------·-·-----
1 
James Plant, urn Praise of Hands, 11 Craft Horizons,' 

34 (June, 1974): 61 .. 

l 
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Chinese put t:heir •'Dragon Bowls 112 and cherished vases and clay 

statues on lacquer~d wood,en bases. 11When the English 

imported porcelain from~the Far East, it was usually mounted 

in gold or ~ilver to preserve and protect it from breakage.n 3 

. , . .·.. - I 
The stoneware tankards of Johan Schaper, a German, were 

'( ,\ ~;-', ; c' I 

11 mounted in silver or g.ilt' bronze, 
' _,,'!' '+(' 

indicating a high regard 
~:. ·, .4, ·, 

for his craftsmanship,.·~ ; In fact, 
'',•' 

German Renaissance stone-
.. ~~ 

ware combines ~ith metal •.'(tin, pewter, gilt bronze) as steins, 
' \~''J.J).!i, :~. \l' \ "' 

jugs, Schullen 'i;{talF. mugs, and 
i,}J. ~.·.:i.·-.'. ~o ·~ ;, '·, ~~ 

tural structures·, too, 'Without 
·. ?;. >;!,,;,, ',, .'. •· 

have combined clay withrother 
·.' I :' .; '\ ·,., 

Piten (tankards). Architec-

a declaration of mixing media, 

materials for decades before 
:, 1:.. . "' .. "~- 1 ,-~' ', ·, ' J. 

such pretentions •· affected the 
' ,:_ ' :_~ '•' 'f :•' :.'f ,i} ;, 

Therefore,· clay, ';in a 
I •''' '1 '· 

art world. 

traditional sense, has been 
l't 

combined with'othe~. media throughout the ages. But clay was 
·;'!} ' ·~·_,.,.X 

born with bronze in th~··~same age, and it is with bronze that 
r ' ., ·i ·.:~. 

clay combinations·seem'most obvious .. 
\'?: . :• 

E. P. 

\, . \\ ·-~~ 2 ' ,1:! ' ' 
He'len :E'.: Stiles~· Pottery of the Ancients (New York: 

Dutton and ~oinpany~; Inc., 1938), p. 95. 

.. 3R~th 
wick, N. J.: 

' ~-,·:·'··' i •. j ·• ' . ··. . ' 
"\ $ \ ,\·k·, .'.; 

Berges, From Gold to Porcelain (South Bruns-
Thomas Yoseloff, Ltd., 1963), p. 195. 



CHAPTER II 

ANCIENT COURTSHIP OF BRONZE AND CLAY 

An ancient courtship ofclayand bronze occurred 

during the first historical era (3300-2000 B.C.), the Early 

Bronze Age. Their first relationship was one of 11 cross 

influence ... 

Man first designed for bronze in clay a long time 
before he gained the mastery of the more difficult 
medium. It is likely that within the ancient pot
teries in the Black Earth Region (China), the ~re
Shang roots of the great bronze art are found. 

Examples of clay models for bronzes have been found through-

out history. Most are vessels possessing a functional 

capacity for enrichment of life•s celebrations and rituals. 

Designs in bronze stemmed from those in clay. Just 

as leather vessel forms inspired clay vessels, three-pointed 

pottery vessels were the source shape for bronzes in the 

beginning. The Neolithic "Li 11 three-pointed clay pots 

joined with a common mouth, capable of standing only as a 

group if made separately, predated the Chinese Ting bowl 

shape, a bronze form with three tapered legs. Clay, in 

return, took on the shape and surface treatment charac-

teristics of bronze during that same time. From the early 

(N • y •: 

5
warren E. Cox, Pottery 3nd Porcelain, Vol. I 

Crown Publishing Company, 1945), p. 27. 

3 
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Minoan II period, trough-spouted ewers and ••tall inverted 

conical cups (Boxer 1Vases) with loop handles, all were 

undoubtedly influenced by the tenuous forms of metal • 
z 

. . 
popular in 3100-2600 B.C. 11 Clay wares of Crete during the 

Middle Minoan period (2200-2000 B.C.) had become less thick 

and more like metal'. II The influence of relief metal 

work were reflected in Greek geometric slip decorations. 
) 

11 Pressed ware of twelfth century Persia reflected the art 

' 7 
of the metal engraver. 11 

Much later, in fifteenth century stoneware in Eu-

rope, such influence of metal work was obvious in applied 

and stamped decorations. At the same time, Spain imported 

gold and silver containers when luster ware lost its appeal 

because attempts to imitate raised metallic bosses and 

designs in majolica}were not successful. 

These historical references citing relationships of 

bronze and clay usually make clay an imitator of the more 

difficult material. 

It is also obvious from historical examples that if 

clay vessels were actually combined with metal, it was 

usually secondary or supplemental to the form itself, for 

display or protection. Except for German steins, whose lids 

and coasters are of precious or gilt metals, supports and 

rest of ceramic forms in catalogues have been completely 

6
Ibid. I p. 34 7Ibid. 
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overlooked; that is, they merely support the object in 

question and are not included in descriptions or discus

sions, even if the support or rest plays an important part 

in the presentation of.the piece. The tripods which ele

gantly show off and poise the pointed or elliptical Egyp

tian wares at the Metropolitan Museum are prime examples. 

It was not until the nineteenth century that crafts and 

decorative arts became pretentious in their applications of 

various devices to already completed ceramic forms, like 

the Germans who mounted stoneware and porcelain with metals 

as treasured curiosities. However, in most contemporary 

crafts, metal or other media is no longer added to supple

ment the finished form. They are part of the original 

conception. 

New mixed media objects using clay are so integrated 

that the various materials are often separately unidenti

fiable and often unnatu·ral. It is this researcher's 

intention to enjoin the bronze and clay without disguising 

or forcing them into unnatural poses. The bronze will 

serve as the support with its strength and weight, giving 

plastic intensity to simple organic volumes of clay vessels. 



CHAPTER III 

\;,cj 

• ! MARRIAGE OF MATERIALS 

The physf;car:\union of bronze and clay makes possible 
r_Ji1;.f 

a combined expression of two very diverse materials. The 
'(, ·:·, .,) 

ancient "cross i,~fl{lence" relationship of clay and bronze 

is re-initiated,.'but only as a result of similar creative 

approach. 

Shapes in each media must be modeled. Clay is a 

plastic earth, like wax and Plastilene 8 which are each used 

traditionally in':'the lost-wax (or eire-perdue) process of 

' casting bronze; they are all soft and yielding and easily 

shaped. Clay has great plasticity. It responds immediately 

to touch and can be stretched, 
r ~I 

squeezed, incised, or added to 
; 

'l ,., 

with ease as work progresses. Slabs and coils of clay and 

9 wax (Baraco ) can be handled similarly. Pouring wax in and 

out of a mold or hollow casting is equivalent to slip-casting 

with clay. The plastic waxes, though modeled like clay, are 

fragile and cannot be fired for permanency. They serve as 

transient models that can only achieve permanence if cast in 

another material. This process is called indirect modeling. 

(N • y. : 

8
Jack c. Rich, Materials and Methods of Sculpture 

Oxford University Press,' 1947), p. 52. 

9A . 1' m1cro crystal 1ne wax, available from aaraco 
Division~ Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

6 
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,:;.. 
·jt\' 

Because shapes foriboth cast bronze and the ceramic portions 
./ 

of the combined forms can be modeled, this parallel in form-

ing methods instigates harmony in the resulting designs. 
,g;r- '/.r 

\, \ '~ 1\ 

One 
(' 

which is as 

way of;t:spaping a pattern for a positive cast, 
:.~~· ~ ·:1<>.· ~··,:~.\::. 

direcf\a~, modeling in clay, is a negative mold 
'\ 

carved in stone or a'iefractory material. The ancient 
.i 

{ 

methods of lost wax casting require additive modeling and 

reproducing. If a stone is carved to form the negative ,. 
~!, 

mold into which molten metal is poured for the positive 
i ... '~ / ~:/ 

image, a reverse thought process is necessary. One must con-
, ~ ';~· ·l~{.F>' 

sider the outside·frorn the inside and create. This is a 

direct approac:h, 11 
.; •. ,,. • creative in nature rather than 

1 ,;·; 

reproductive.u 10 lM.~:~h the same process occurs when making 

a functional ceramic' :vessel. Don Reitz says of a pitcher, 
,.,~. . '-, 

"If you can imagi~e·the shape the milk will take inside, 

vou•re on the right 'track to sense the relationship between 
.. J ·.:.-·.· 5 

:'. ,;' .. , 
i:his 1 skin 1 (of clay);; I 1 m stretching here and the volume it 

. ·, ;; 

11 v, :.,\;,.: 

will contain: 11 Therefore, modeling is corrunon to ceramic 
i'!.J. 

.'··( ,1 1·.~ 
shapes as well as)'lca~t metal shapes; ceramic modeling is 

·>,>.· .'···, 

\. ;--~-~ 

direct, the lattei iridirect. With directly carved patterns 

for cast shapes, fh.e':.i creative nature is mutual to the ceram-
. ' 

';~~ :i ..!~ 
ic process because') reproduction is not necessary. 

~·,1· .·;,~ 

(N.y. : 

10Jack c. iRi'~i1 aterials and Methods of Sculpture 
Oxford UniversiL':··-Press, 1947), p. 151. 

,I • ._ 

11 ' Jack Troy, Reitz, 11 Craft Horizons 34 
(October 1974) :47~ 

. ' 
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Another direct approach of forming the bronze sup-

ports for vessel forms was to carve "styrofoam ... The 

carved styrofoam results in simple shapes characterized by 

mass and direction, l~~king detail and intricacy achieved 
J'' 

with wax or Plastilene~ Although expedient to expression, 

a great amount of tim~·; must be spent finishing a styrofoam 

casting. Plastic earths can also be carved directly, but 
",, 

the two processes have1
' little else in cormnon. Carved 

' ' '\;): 
styrofoam and/or sand cast shapes contrast the solid con-

', ij -~, ' 
:r:r;: 

viction of bronze to the organic flowing, often delicate, 

qualities of clay. 
"il 

,, 

Similar methods, in creative approach of these two 
I' 
-~-, 

diverse materials lend harmony to their contrasting char

acteristics and di~~ipline to their final form. 
'"j~l} 
!'H, 

,-:.l 

~iscipline of Form 
:_1r-

"A generally accepted tenet of contemporary design 
\'~:. 
,.•.f· 

is that the form of an.object is largely dictated by its 
~·.;-~ 

·$··"' 

function • .,l 2 ¥. 
It is also important that the manipulative 

qualities of each media make logical design and structural 
~ .,,,i 

discipline inheren~; to
1
; their combinations. 

"Clay in either its plastic or fired state has 
{h 

unique qualities that td.istinguish pottery from artifacts of 
o· ~~~ 

·-----·------ ~ ··t 

12 Glenn c. 
Minnesota, Duluth, 
p. 179. 

Nelson, Ceramics (N.Y.: University of 
Ho~t Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1971), 
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\vood, fiber, metal or glass. u 13 Its plasticity readily per~~~' 
i 

'1' '< 

mits and encourages. a combination of forming methods. In 

contrast, cast bronze is so hard that all possible shape 
;·, 

and detail should be acquired in the pattern or mold prior 

to casting. This includes physical fit to the ceramic 

portion. Although bronze can be changed once formed, it 

is time consuming to do so. 

"The inherent nature of clay imposes restraint on 

' 14• ceramic design much as do the requirements of function. 11 
· 

Clay is plastic but it lacks the tensile strength of metal~ •;, 
•'i '! j 

1'\' 

It is strong but brittle under heavy stress if not supported~· " 

and chips or breaks if it becomes too sharp or too thin. 

11 Metal has strength that permits the construction of 

apparently fragile and protruding forms which would be 

impossible in clay.u 15 Relatively thin strands of bronze, 

even in occult symmetry to a massive clay vessel, can still 

support it, because of its tensile strength and counter-

placement of weight. 

Designs were largely dictated by individual charac-

teristics of each media. Cast supporting shapes had to 

relate physically to ceramic vessel forms with certain 

direction and position for actual and visual balance. In 

many cases, the precise fit or occlusion between the two 

13
Ibid., p. 181. 14Ibid., p. 179. 

15 . 
Ibid., p. 182 
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demanded clay vessels to be cantinary, conical, or parab-

ola shaped or have special holes or angles of planes. 

Technical problems such as weight and finish allowance had 

to be considered from the start. There are few details 

in the basic design which were unnecessary to each form's 

combined functional capacity. ''An approximation to what 

is essential (to function) makes organization absolute. 1116 

Organization is a prihciple of unity: 

A Synthesis of Plastic Earth and Metal Alloy 

Clay and bronze are alike in liquescent mass: 

clay when raw and "squishy"with water, and bronze hot and 

molten. Both depend on fire. Both shrink as a result of 

heat and effects of shrinkage must be considered, for 

bronze can still be reformed once forged or cast, while 

clay one fired is unreturnable to its amorphous mass. 

Clay is more pliable and easier to work with greater variety 

in forming methods without equipment. When fired, it is 

brittle as compared with bronze when knocked about, but 

when left to the elements clay is more durable because it 

is not subject to oxidation. A specific discussion of 

media and method will serve to contrast the manipulative 

qualities of each. 

16Horatio Greenbough, Form and Function (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1947), p •. 85. 
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The clay used for these mixed-media conceptions was 

stoneware because of its natural strength and relative 

hardness. There were two medium duty stoneware claybodies 

used, one which is referred to as fifty-fifty, the other a 

throwing body. Fifty-fifty consisted of equal parts fire-

clay and grog. The throwing body formula is as follows: 

70% Perla Fireclay 
12% Kentucky Ball Clay 
10% NC 4 Feldspar 

4% A.P. Green Grog 
1% Barium Carbonate 
3% Red Iron Oxide 

Total fired shrinkage of fifty-fifty body is approx-

imately 3%, and of the throwing body approximately 5% when 

fired to Ortan standard cone 9-10 •. 

Because of its high maturing temperature, many sur-

face treatments were available having earthy and metallic 

qualities which facilitated a natural surface relationship 

to that of the bronze; that is, a silky and reflective 

glaze to roughly finished bronze or a highly polished 

bronze to a simple oxide wash on fired claybody or mat 

glaze. 

The bronze used was an alloy of 75% copper, 3% tin, 

7% zinc, and 6% lead. It is not a 11 true bronze 11 but a 

modern industrial bronze. It is a hard alloy, yellow gold 

in color, which was relatively easy to cast using tradi-

tional methods. Its pouring temperature varies from 
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0 ' 
1900-2100 F., depending upon structure of form to be cast. 

i t t: 
Although the rate of shrinkage on this particular alloy is 

approximately 1.6%, it was not absolutely necessary to 

calculate with respect to most of the desired forms. 
:·1 

Traditional forming methods were employed for both 
\',, 

the bronze and f~e clay. The following procedures and pro-
\;," 

cesses were involved in forming bronze supports for clay 

vessels: 

1. Wax models were invested in K90 with fibers 
,~: 17 

investment compound (pour cast after a three-day burnout 

with gradual increase in heat to 1350°F.) and cast by lo~t 

wax. This process permitted superior castings with precise 

.•.,\.1·• 

reproduction of(minute detail of fine modeling. 
,~· 

,, t! 

2. The ,;'positive model of Plastilene or ceramic 

throwing body was reproduced in the negative mold of plaster 
·~J 

of Paris from wh:ich a wax pattern was hollowcast. This 
-;<" 

pattern was invested and cast lost wax (Fig. 1). 

3. The above process was employed but instead of 

a plaster mold, a flexible rubber mold18 was taken (Fig. 2) 

17K90 investment compound may be obtained from 
Swest, Inc., Dallas, Texas. 

18Dennis Kowal, Donaz Meilach, Sculpture Castinq 
(N.Y., Crown Publishers, Inc., 1972), p. 24. 

Accumold was used for flexible rubber mold and 
may be acquired at Swest, Inc., Dallas, 'rexas. 



1 3 

F igure 1 

Figure 2 
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into which wax was hollowcast for lost wax casting. The 

model was reproduced several times in minute detail. 

Ceramic she11
19 

was also used in place of K90 investment 

in some cases (Fig. 3). 

4. Self-bonding foundry sand was riddled and 

rammed up around wooden patterns (Fig. 4). Patterns were 

removed; sprue holes, gates, and risers were carved in the 

20 sand. There was no burnout necessar~ and the hollow im-

pressions were charged with molten bronze. Sand molding 

tends to geneialize form; pieces are also thicker and 

finishing is critical to achieve go~d r e solution of form. 

5. 21 Styrofoam was carved , sprues and risers 

attached (Fig. 5), and packed (rammed-up) in the foundry 

sand (Fig. 6). As in process 4, there was no need for 

burnout. The molten bronze vaporizes and displaces foam 

at the time of the pour 22 (Fig. 7). The major advantage 

in this technique was direct modeling, the elimination of 

clay models and plaster molds. 

19wilbert Verhelst, Sculpture Tools, Materials and 
Te c hniques (Englewood Clif f s, N.Y.: Meadows School of the 
Ar t s, S. M.U. Prentice Hall, Inc., 1973), p. 7. 

Fused silica was used for ceramic shell, available 
t h rough Glass Rock Products, Inc., Calhoun, Georgia. 

20 
Kowal, Mei1ach, Sculpture Casting, p. 151. 

21
sharr Choate, Creative Castin~ (New York: Crown 

Publishers , Inc., 1966), p. 97. 

22
Ibid. 
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Figure 3 



16 

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 

6. As sheets and rods of bronze could not be ham-

mered into shape directly on the ceramic forms, it was 

forged on wooden mandrels or stakes fashioned to simulate 

the ceramic shapes (Fig. 8). 



19 

Figure 7 
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Figure 8 

All cas t ings had to be relieved of their sprues 

and riser s and properly finished. A hack saw , wire brush, 

carborundum grinding wheel, files, sanding papers, and 

p l anish i ng hammer were used to clean and refine surfaces. 
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The surface of each piece was treated according to 

its relationship with the claybody or glaz e of its partner. 

Patinization was used to affect certain surfaces; however, 

mos t castings have been allowed to develop natural surfaces. 

Natural characteristics of the metal were used to c omplement 

the design whereve r possible. Clay vessels were joined 

with bronze supports after all finishing and surface treat

ment was completed. 

The clay was modeled in very soft and leather-hard 

stages, wheel thrown, coil built, slab, drapernold, and 

p ressed , all in combination. Pieces had to be carefully 

draped during drying for even shrinkage to prevent warpage 

of curing forms. Rests were modeled out of clay and used 

as supports for round and irregular bottomed forms while 

they were under construction and during all firing pro

cesses, because it was technically impossible to fire clay 

forms and bronze pieces jointly . The supports were giant 

doughnut shapes or simple freeforrns, squeezed into a posi

tion of support (Fig . 9). Soft fire bricks were also 

fi led to cradle some forms during the glaze fire as a 

t emporary support simulating the projected occlusion of the 

bronze base. 

Su rfaces were paddled with a fla·t, wooden stick 

and burnished with a palate knife while leather-hard. An 

iron oxide wash was applied to bisque surfaces where the 



Figure 9 

raw body was to be left exposed. All forms were fired 

twice, bisque fired to Orton standard cone 04 and glaze 

fired to Orton standard cone 9-10. Glazes were applied with 

an air brush or dipped and poured for the sake of simplicity. 

Some forms were luster fired for opulent contrast. 

Wh ile the glazes were each integral to their respective 

f o rms, they also had to be compatible with their bronze 

companions . The natural phenomena from fir i ng were utilized 

to advantage in each finished design. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE BIRTH OF MIXED-MEDIA FORMS 

Contemporary Ceramic and Metal Forms 

Clay and bronze have long been companions which 

physical and imposed differences have served to separate. 

Clay is intrinsically valueless. A new monetary value 

given to metal alloys in modern times helped in alienating 

ordinary decorative combinations of bronze and clay. Our 

intensely mobilized civilization has made heavy and fragile 

objects somewhat impractical. However, 

when social and economic conditions change, the 
function of ceramics within a culture also changes. 
Much of the v a riety found in historical ceramics 
is the result of the different needs experienced by 
cultures that produce them. In this respect , our 
own era is drastically unlike earlier periods.23 

Because technological advances have produced synthetic 

containers , there is a diminished need for standard clay 

forms. "In recent years, ceramic pieces have tended t o 

fill a decorative and sculptural role which is just as 

val id an expression as were earlier functional wares." 24 

Clay vesse ls have new uses and new symbolism. Clay, 

23Glenn c. Nelson, Ceramics (New York: University of 
Minnesota, Duluth, Holt, Rinehart and Winston , Inc., 1971), 
p. 179. 

24
Ibid., p. 180. 

23 
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v a luable only when touched by human hand, permits a warm 

exchange of daily life and art. Eating or drinking from 

a vessel which is not a product of mas s production is some-

how comforting in an age of computerized identification. 

As decorative and useful objects, pottery has a resurrected 

responsibility to render warmth and life to utilitarian 

function. Thus, a weighty bronze and clay vessel f inds a 

place in contemporary society, striking a balance between 

functional demand and originality of form . 

Pottery with a Herit a ge o f Functio nal Forms 

Every day functional pottery was used as a framework 

f o r these mixed-media vessels which are responsible to tra-

d itional pottery for their heritage of form . "In the 

ancient world many pots have round or pointed bottoms that 

look to us unstable but set in a scooped out hollow of an 

u neven earth floor they would be as steady as a setting 

h ,25 e n. 

Pointed and parabolic utilitarian shapes of the 

Bronze Age have no bumpy rocks or sandy resting places in 

modern times. They require a base suitable to our flat 

f loor environment (Fig . 10) . Early Minoans had cup-bearers 

for their tall inverted conical cups. Modern man has no 

25 Arthur Lane, Style in Pottery (Park Ridge, N.J.: 
Noyes Press, 1974), p . 20. 
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servant to hold his cup and must resort to other means for 

its support. Early earthenware oil lamps "when not carried 

about were placed in stands made of clay or bronze, suspended 

by chains singly from a bracket or around the rim of a 

candelabrum • • 1126 Kerosene lamps, used for atmospheric 

e ffect rather than necessity, still need a support no matter 

what their shape (Fig. 11). A base, once a mere support, 

has become an expressive entity of the form itself, not only 

in design but also in function. 

We are mobile, our vessels must be mobile. If the 

vessel is portable, perhaps the base should be left behind 

and another one should be available . in a new location, 

s uch as lamps or wine cups, , (Fig. 12). If the vessel must 

assume a variety of positions, then its base must accommo-

date those necessities, such as storage jugs for wine which 

must be vertical in fermentation and horizontal for aging 

(Fig. 13). 

I mage and Concept 

. ordinary objects today have an inborn tendency to 

be abstract or decorative when not in use. A vase whose 

outs ide vanishes to meet its inside and seems to bloom it-

self, without flowers to fill its void, is one example 

(Fig. 14). 

26
william Chaffers, The Keramic Gallery (London, 

England: Gibbings and Co., 1907), p. 35. 
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Figure 12 
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Figure 13 



Figure 14 
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Ceramic forms, like contemporary sculpture, no 

longer repose on a pedestal or elevated foot. The base or 

stand does not restrain but is a part of the vessel; the 

decanter assumes a compelling attitude toward a viewer to 

push or tip the reservoir. Thus, a vessel does not have 

to sit at all; it can hang or ask to be carried by its 

position in space or accommodating nature (Fig 15) . 

Static image is created with a small form overwhelmed 

by its large base (Fig. 16), while dynamic image is created 

b y placement of weight, with seemingly fra il strands of 

bronze in support of a large vessel covered with detail 

(Fig. 17). Formal interpretations of supports, usually 

tripod, which in the traditional sense show off the ves sels 

and are not related to them directly, were not exciting 

solutions. However, some bases which were furnished with 

legs were given only three to facilitate easy levelling of 

the entire form . 

A concept of a tri-base of bronze held together by 

a ring and apart (also up) by the vessel it supported, re

sulted in conflict with functional limitations of the 

tripod arrangement. This base had to have two rings for its 

s ole support and the pot . lost its counter responsibility 

to support its base. The second ring, however, was shaped 

so that the base reversed can support the vessel in a 

horizontal position (Fig. 13 and Fig. 17). All tripods 
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Figure 16 

were a ngled in on their upper portion for stability in their 

support. 

Size as well as shape reflects function or involve

ment as these traits provoke dynamic tension. Life size 

objects are reckoned with differently than small or deli

cate forms. Simplified surface treatment on larger forms 

renders them more austere and contrast complicated 



Figure 17 
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surroundings. Small forms a re numerous, creat ing special 

tension between elements group ed t ogether as a composition 

(in keeping with other movements in art today) like rear

rangeable multiple sculpture. 

Like examples in ancient history, the modeled parts 

o f the clay and bronze forms constantly exchange metallic 

or clay concepts. Slab building with clay is like fabri

cating with sheets of bronze, metallic in concept. A box 

in any media is built in section s as one unit a nd the lid 

is a portion of t hat shape. The same is true in clay. 

Casting forms, made of wax slabs, in bronze is plastic in 

concept because the organic nature of modeled clay is 

expressed in the metal (Fig . 18). The same relationship 

occurs with wiggling tendrils of bronze wrapping around 

rigid iron-like clay elongations. The plastic conceptual 

approach is also visible in the wavy organic flaring of 

the bronze which clutche s its giant iron-red jar (Fig. 19). 

Aside from the exchange of metallic and clay con

cepts and historic references to form, there is a framework 

t o the execution of each vesse l•s functional joins. Some 

vessels merely occlude their bronze companions while others 

a re attached via prong and bezel (a manner of setting gem

s t ones in prec ious metal (Fig. 20). Still others, because 

of social functions or interaction with their special en

vironment are f ree, resting in o r hanging by their visual 
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Figure 20 

counterpart . The vessels which occlude with their supports 

d o so by "ying-yang" or male-female intersection: the 

vessel fits over or saddles the bronze (Fig . 21); the bronze 

s upport enters the ceramic vessel, the impression of which 



Figure 21 
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can be realized from inside and out. The more obvious ap

proach was to put the vessel into its bronze support. 

Experiments 

Experiment in vessel shapes which were conducive to 

wel l-fitting supports proved that conical or tapering forms 

fit their opposites most easily, without adjustment and 

grinding. Obvious solutions l ike shallow parabola shapes 

in rests and knobs on stems which fit into small holes at 

the base of a vessel were direct supports; no fitting was 

necessary. Brackets or rests, not s pecifically designed to 

accommodate only one vessel , are practical in their versa

tility, but lack novelty of a c ombination where the base 

and pot are one in concept and physical alliance. 

In a technical experiment for occlusion of shapes, 

it was found that equal amounts of shrinkage occurred in a 

foam carved base for a wheel-thrown vessel; the vessel was 

thrown to fit the foam pattern. When the two were finished, 

cast ~ . ~ glaze fired, they fit e qually wel l. The same 

shri · .. e on a different shape at the point of occlusion 

could no t be sufficiently calculated. An a llowance for 

finish was made in the bronze model prior to c asting and 

fit was achieved by grinding and filing the bronze. The 

reverse approach of calculating shrinkage in the claybody 
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and making a ves s el to fit a preexisting bronze shape is 

another possibility. 

Historical references and sculptural considerations 

were primary to the creation of these mixed-media forms. 

The exchange of metallic and plastic concept s in creative 

approach was a re sul t of prob lems and experiments in 

execution. Al though a creat ive approach i s synchronous and 

the actual processes of clay and bronze are in juxtaposition, 

their combination is a uni on for mutual support in visual 

harmony. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY OF UNITY 

The ancient courtship of bronze and clay is exem

plified by their cross influence and interchangeability in 

ancient cultures. Historic references make similar creative 

approaches for both clay and bronze obvious. However , clay 

has been a study material or imitator of the more difficult 

material . Bronze and clay were not conceived as media to 

be used in combination because of _ their intrinsic value 

and the i r physical differences. Clay was combined with 

many materials for decorative and functional purposes. The 

ancient Chinese and fifteenth-century German stein makers 

used bronze with clay or stoneware but only for display or 

protection . Architects, also, combined clay with bronze, 

steel, plastic , and glass for functional and decorative 

purposes without reference to having actually mixed the 

media. Although such combinations had an effect on the 

objects in question, their other media supports or counter

parts influenced the visual concept. 

This researcher has reinitiated old relationships 

of bronze and clay through a similar creative approach in 

modeling. Modeling plastic wax for bronze casting is 

traditional and modeling of clay vessels is direct. 

42 
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These two diverse media have many things in con~on 

which lend harmony to the final form. Their inherent dif

ferences, that is, for example, thei r tensile strength 

versus brittleness or silky finish or cast bronze to rough 

iron wash of fired claybody, create contrast and discipline 

to their final form. Many tools and timely techniques are 

involved for the resulting cast supports, while forming the 

clay was simple and direct in comparison . The natural 

tendencie s of each media were incorporated into their union 

as part of the discipline in their execution . The bronze 

and clay were enjoined without being disguised or forced 

into unnatural poses. The bronze as the support, with its 

strength and weight, gives plastic intensity to the simple 

organic volume of a clay vessel. The methods of execution 

and experiments in occlusion of the various forms in com

bination open new avenues for mixed-media forms using clay 

and initiate further exper i ments with technical processes . 

The marriage of clay and bronze for a contemporary mixed

media solution is in keeping with other art movements in 

communication today, except that it is more permanent . 

Clay is universal and immortal and bronze is virtually 

eternal, qualities which are not necessarily a part of 

twentieth-century aesthetics. 

Today the potter must be at home in a ny media, and 

with a vast heritage in the plastic arts shou l d be able to 
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communicate through craftsmanship the warm art of mankind 

to objects of everyday life. These everyday functional 

vessels have a traditional heritage in f o rm. As mixed-media 

conceptions, they are bound to a "traditional notion of 

27 permanence . 11 They could not have been transmitted wi thout 

having used bronze and clay, because of each media's intrin-

sic nature. Bronze with its weight, surface patins, tex-

ture , and physical strength, in contrast to clay with its 

raw unglazed body, or the color and textural effects of 

its glazes, lend possibilities to total form which could 

not have been accomplished with one or the other media 

singularly . 

In this ultra-changing age, there is no reason that 

clay, because of its abundance, should be kept apart from 

bronze because of its intrins ic value or technical differ-

ence . In conclusion, forms which compel or are · indicative of 

some reaction from the inhabi·tors of an environment, have 

dynamic tension and are very much a part of this epoch . 

27wilbert Verhelst, Sculpture: To6ls, Materials , 
and Techniques, p. xi i i. 
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Figure 26 
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